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The  archives  of the Merchant Taylors’ Company are  voluminous  and informa-
tive. The earliest  court  minutes run from  1485—1493  and then, after a gap of
sixty-nine years, they continue  almost unbroken, from 1 July 1562 to the
present day. The first volumes in particular show how central the Company
was to the lives of its members. It registered their apprenticeships, oversaw
their training, made them freemen of itself and of the City, lent  them money
to set up in business, admitted them to the livery, crowned them with blue
velvet garlands as wardens or master, accompanied their bodies to burial and,
if money was  available, remembered them kindly at  a dinnerafterwards.

The  minutes tell  us of quarrels between brethren and of their disciplining,
of bankruptcies and  financial  arrangements, of mayoral precepts and the reac-
tions to them, of musters and equipment, of marching and  standing watches
through the  streets  of the City, of cornmoney and of charity to the poor and
the old, of the  founding of schools and the examination of pupils, and of the
persistent financial demands of governments. They also tell us, occasionally,
about the making, or rather the mis-making, of clothes.

In  contrast  with the abundance of documentary evidence about the Com-
pany, the clothes that the working tailors  made are scarcely mentioned.  Those
clothes  have  gone  — been re-made over and over again for another  generation,
cut up and used to patch and mend, turnedinto bedding quilts, torn up and
finally rubbed away as polishing tags to shine the  floors  and furniture. John
Stow was a working tailor though he spent the greater  part  of his time at his
writing; his Sun/g: of London, first published in 1598, remains, precious and
valued, surviving through  more  than fourcenturies, always in print, but the
garments his  fingers  stitched  have  vanished. Can we use documents to re-create
at least the memory of them? Sometimes, clothing was in contention and such
cases survive  in the records.

During the  first fifteen  years of the  main  run of surviving court minutes
—1562to  1577  — there  are fourteen entries relating to  specific, individual  items
of clothing which  have  been spoilt, made awry, stolen from the tailor or  just
never delivered, and another fifteen, more  miscellaneous  but still relating
directly to the tailoring process. No story is complete, the  minutes  deny us
the settlements or  resolutions  of these ‘varyances’, but perhaps we can learn
a  very little about what  ordinary people were wearing if we consider the
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occasions when somebody was so angry that they dared to come to the Hall
in Threadneedle Street, in one of the largest and  most imposing stone buildings
in  London, to lodge their complaints before the Master and Wardens, them-
selves important ciu'zens, a  number of whom had passed the mayoral  chair,
had been knighted, and were sometimes figures on the  international  scene.
The men and women who ventured to  come  to such a place and to appeal
to sucha  tribunal must  have  been very angry indeed.

The items  most  in contention were over-garments, and the first  case
recorded was  that  of Mrs Agnes Onesley, a widowed lady, who came to the
hall on 22  March  1565 (CM, I, 170) complaining that  she had  delivered  to
Lawrence Tompson  a ‘frock  of fyne clothe’ along with two and  a  half yards
of good velvet so  that  the garment could be newly trimmed or ‘garded’ around
the hem and down the open fronts and  that  he now alleged that it had been
stolen fromhim so that he could not  return  it to the irate widow. The Master
and Wardens judged the garment to be worththirty-three shillings and decreed,
to the satisfaction of both  parties, that  Tompson  should, before midsummer,
pay the sum as compensation for the loss, and  that  he should scrupulously
return any remaining scraps of the velvet.

Mrs Onesley’s garment was referred to as  a frockbut the garment more
frequently in dispute was the cassock, a loose over-garment wornby both men
and women; it had as yet no specifically clerical  connotations.I On 13 April
1565, a grocer, Thomas  Warden, declared  that  Rict Selby had marred his
wife’s cassock and was now demanding seven shillings and eleven pence for
his bad workmanship (CM, I, 178). Warden was insct to accept the
garment  just  as it  was, and Selby was  told  to reduce his charges by an unspeci-
fied amount.  Another cassock  was at the  heart  of the  ‘varyance’ between
Margery Stacy and  Thomas  Taylor (14 January 1572; CM, I, 560). He had
made one for her but it was  ‘too  little’. Taylor was told to pay forty shillings
compensation for the cloth and to sell the garment for what he could get
for it.

Two more cassocks were  objects in controversies. On 28 June 1574,]oanna
Grisbi arrived at the Hall, complaining that  Thomas More had marred he:
over-garment. The  tailor  was ordered to take  back  the offending apparel and
to make it the proper length at his own charge. The following spring a
clothworker, William Pedngale, brought  a  charge  against  Richard Bell for  a
debt of £3. Bell was ordered to present to Petingale’s wife before midsummer
a cassock worththirty-three shillings and fourpence, or to  settle  the debt in
full; the records do not show which option he  chose. Let us hope Mrs  Petingalc
profited from the debt (CM, II, f. gv).

There were complaints over other garments besides  cassocks.  Nicholas
Abraham said that  one  ‘woolman’ had marred a workman’s  ‘cote’ (24 July
1565; CM, I, 191); Lawrence Leake had lent to  Thomas Bartlett  ‘2! cloke of
rattes  colore  and  a  Spanishe  felte [hat] . .  .  and had not the same againe’ so

'  Frock  and  cassock may have been identical, but we  cannot  be  certain  of this.
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Bartlett  was ordered to pay ten shillings (26 September 1567; CM, I, 307);
Thomas Prentys admitted that he owed forty shillings to Robert Grene for  a
‘man’s  gowne’ and promised to pay ‘w‘out further delay’ (10 May 1568; CM,
I, 333).  John Desolace, possibly a foreign merchant, was in controversy with?

Coxe over some unspecified clothes; he was told to pay Coxe  twenty shillings
for the material and the  making up, and Coxe was ordered to give up

any demande whatsoever  that  bene betweene  them  sythens the begynnynge
of the worlde to  this p’scnte  daye (20 June  1569; CM, I, 400).

In January 1575, Evan Joans was aggrieved by William Tobbyn, his former
apprentice. Tobbyn was ordered to pay Jones twenty shillings for a  ‘canvas
[linenP] doublett lost by his negligence and otherhis default’ (CM, II, f. 4).
John  Davis  marred  a  morning gown belonging to  a  gentleman, Thomas  Kitley;
he was ordered to pay £3 to his angry client but to keep the offending garment
himself. The same settlement was  reached  in June 1576 when  fault  was found
with an unspecified piece of clothing made by Thomas Elliott for Edward
Marshall though  here  the compensation was only eight  shillings  (CM, II, f.

40"). There seems to have been  a  three-way argument between Philip Draper,
George  Cliffe  and Rafe Stafforde over a  ‘cloke  not made so orderly’; in the
end, Stafforde paid Cliffe six  shillings  and eight pence and  lost  his  time  and
labour in the making while Cliffe  kept  the cloak (CM, II, 49). Draper was
compensated with 135. 6d. In October  1577, Lewis ap Williams made for
David  Fludd a very smart pair of cloth gascoynes — baggy, fancy, breeches  —
but the young man could not afford to pay the ten  shillings that  were owing;
the Courtdecided  that  he  must clear  the debt with  a  weekly payment of four
pence, due on  Saturday, which was presumably pay day, at which rate it was

going to be thirty weeks before the stylish garment truly belonged to David.
The bestowal of clothing was, of course, one of the seven  Acts  of Mercy,

as any adult  would have been aware in the  generation that  remembered the
times  before the  Reformation.  One  such  person was Robert Donkyn, who left
money so that twelve poormen and twelve poorwomen might each have  a
yearly dole of apparel. Those chosen were summoned to attend at the Hall
on  a  convenient  day in cold December, when the appropriate garments would
be  distributed  — cassocks, shirtsand shoes for the men, gowns, smocks  and

shoes for the women. The fortunate recipients were to  leave  the  Hall, carrying
this bounty, neatly folded, on their  outstretched  arms, so  that  all might know
the generosity of Robert Donkyn and his Company.

There is the very occasional  reference to a  technical  process or to equip-
ment. In Apn'l 1565, Thomas Ryckemoux, skilled in the calendaring of  fustians,
wanted it registered in the minutes that only his apprentices might use the
technique  (CM, I, 178).  There were  objections from  various citizens  over.  a
dye: called Bayly using the Thames at the foot of the newly built stairs on
Three Cranes  Wharf  for rinsing the  cloth:
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the sayde complaynantes  were  willed to be quictt  undll  they had morecause
to complayne and in the meane  tyme  to sufferthe same Bayly to enjoy his
saide license (CM, II, ff. 11, 12").

One gets the feeling that Bayly was paying well for the license. In the autumn
of 1573, there  was a serious quarrel between Henry Bollen, the  plaintiff, and
Nicholas Dicke, the defendant. The Court found that Dicke had attempted to
subbom a maid servant to bring false witness  against  Bollen, alleging that  he
was  a  thief; they ordered him to  return a  shop board, a  stall  and a pressing
iron to Bollen and to allow him to keep his shop in peace. Perhaps it was
lucky that  there was not worse trouble. The fatal blow that killed Thomas
Arden  of Faversham was struck with  a  pressing iron and three of the murderers
were  tailors though  not, as far as we  know, members of the company.  A
successful play was written about this notorious  crime pmxionelle; some detect
Shakespeare’s hand  in it.2

Occasionally, the  minutes  record  cheerful  events.  Maid  servants are given
a mark (thirteen shillings  and fourpence), or half  a  mark  (six  shillings and
eight pence) to buy themselves wedding finery. The entry for 29 November
1577  may record the settlement of  a  domestic  squabble over a ‘fetherbed, a
bolster, a  blankett and  a  coverlett’. Andrew Grene was ordered to pay Francis
Coltman sixteen  shillings  and eight pence to be  ‘discharged  agaynst Isabell the
mayde  that  sholde  have  mmyed with Robert Coltman’. We are unlikely ever
to find out exactly what had been going on.

Can we draw any tentative conclusions from  these details, or discern any
patterns? First, all the garments in contention were outerwear; shirts  and
smocks and other underlinen was usually made in the home. Secondly, the
sumsin dispute or set as compensation are really fairly small however significant
they may have  been to  those  concerned. The gannents are those of the man
or woman  passing by in the  street.  This is not court apparel; the fabrics of
which these clothes  were  made bear no resemblance to those  issued fromthe
royal wardrobe to Walter Fish, Master  of the  Merchant  Taylors’ Company in
1576  and tailor to Queen  Elizabeth from 1558till  his  death  in 1586. The Day
Book  of the Wardrobe for April 1570 records

Item  Delyverid to Walter Fish one pece of blak Byrtall made into a Gowne.
One  pece  of  cloth  of silver  striped  with braunches of golde silver  purple  and
grene silke conteyning in lenght xj yerdes iij quarters, Made into a Gowne.
One pece of  cloth  of silver  striped  with braunches of golde  &  purple silke
made into a Gowne conteyning in lenght  x  yerdes iii quarters  di. One  pece
of blak  wrought vellat  conteyning in lenght  xxiij yerdes made into a Mantle.
And one pece of blak vellat wrought like gatdes conteyning xvii yerdes di
made  into a  gowne

Signature  ‘Walter  fysshe’.3

2  P.  Hyde, norms/1rd”: in  Fnuerxbm:  He Man  Behind  II}: Myth, Faversham Society, 1996.
3  Quoted from J.  Amold, Loxtfmm  Her  quties  Bade, Costume  Society, ES 7, 1980,

p. 40. The manuscript is  PRO, Duchess of Norfolk Deeds, MS  C/115/L2/6697.
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The  textiles  in dispute in the court  minutes  are canvas and fustian; Mistress

Onesley may describe her  dxess  as being of ‘fyne clothe’ but we can be
reasonably certain, that if pressed, she would  have  admitted that it was  just  a
good quality wool  — had it been of  silk, she would  almost  certainly have said
so.

Two  entries  remain, around either of which  a  whole novel couldbe woven.

On 20 February 1573, a factor, John Brynningham, brought an anguished
appeal from Sir John Desmond and Denyse  Case  in far-away Limerick; they

had left velvet with  Richard  Tysdall to make  a  ‘short  gowne’ but it had not
been sent. Tysdall was ordered to,complete the work within  three  weeks and
to  hand  it over to Brynningham or to Oliver Rowe to deliver it. We do not

know  whether the gown ever  reached  those who were expecting it, but we
are left with the uneasy feeling that the gentleman may have been the Sir John
Fitzgerald of Desmond, hanged at Corkas a rebel in 1581.

The second intriguing entry is for  4  November (CM, II, f.  85").  Someone

called RichardVane was ordering some remarkably fine clothes for  a  lady
fromDaniel Symsone:

one  woman’s  gownc of blacke  taffytta  guarded with two foreparte of  a  kertill
of channgeable taffitta  cutt  and lyned with ashe  cullo sarsnett  and laid on
with lace of silke blacke and  asshe  cullo without anie  alteration  of the said
gowne and  kertill even as the  same  was shown before the  Master  and Wardens.
Uppon  the delivery thereof  the said  Master  and Wardens doe dctermyne  that
Richard a  Vane shall pay Danyell vjIi xiij’ iiijd (£6 135. 4d.) (CM, 11, f.  85").

Let us hope  that  Daniel got his money. It would be  satisfying to know the
name of the fortunate lady, and  whether  the clothes were being prepared in
anticipation  of  a  marriage, but the records remain  silent  on  that  point. Perhaps
John Stow  knew, but it was not the sort of  information that  he included in
his Sun/9!.
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